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Registration 
When you arrive at the Xtractaurs™ Landing Page, you must login or register before 
you can enter the Command Center.  First click the “New Member” button.  You will 
see a “Terms and Conditions” page.  If you want to know more about what this page 
means, ask an adult to explain it to you. When you are ready, click the box that says 
“I accept these terms” and then click the NEXT button. 
 
Now you’ll see a screen with some information to fill out.  This includes your user 
name and password, and everything else you need before you can play online.  Make 
sure you don’t use your real name!  Once you have filled everything out on this 
screen, click the “Create My Account” button.  After you’ve confirmed your login 
information, you can either extract DNA from one of your Xtractaurs™ figures or go 
straight to the Command Center. 
 

Extracting DNA 
To extract DNA from one of your Xtractaurs™, insert the Extraction Gun into your 
figure’s extraction location and pull the trigger.  The screen will show your dino’s 
DNA being transferred to your computer and will reveal the Secret Attack you have 
extracted.  Once extraction is complete, it will appear in the Hybrid Creator. 
 

Free Trial 

If you do not have an Xtractaurs™ Starter Kit, you will still have access to the site 
for 3 days,.  Just register as normal and you can: 

• Create and save up to five hybrids 
• Send your hybrids into the Megavore Battles™ 
• Play all five Training Games in the Hybrid Compound 
• Play the Tyrannosaur Showdown™ Adventure Game 
 

After three days, you will need to purchase a Starter Kit and connect an Extraction 
Gun to continue playing. 

Playing with the Xtractaurs™ Starter Kit and Figures 
Once you have Xtractaurs™ figures, you can do a lot more online!  The more 
Xtractaurs™ you own, the more fun you can have!  Each new dinosaur figure gives 
you: 

• DNA to unlock new combinations in the Hybrid Creator 
• A unique Secret Attack to use in the Megavore Battles™ 
• More dinosaurs to play with in the Training Games  
• Bonus powers and abilities in the Adventure Games 

The first time you extract DNA from a figure in a new clan, you gain a new Adventure 
Game! Collect all dinosaurs from that clan to unlock more powers and secrets in its 
Adventure Game. 
 

Home Page 

Every time you log in, you start at the Home Page, which gives you useful 
information such as: 
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• Your stats (including your current rank), how many Hybrids you’ve created, 
your total score and the number of battles you’ve won (to see your complete 
stats, click the link at the top of the screen that says My Profile). 

• The top scores in the world in different categories: 
o Global Leader Board 

 Shows the Top 100 High Scores in all categories: Adventure 
Games, Training Games, and Megavore Battles™.  

o Adventure Games Leader Board 
 Shows only the best scores earned in the Adventure Games. 

o Training Games Leader Board 
 Shows only the best scores earned in the Training Games. 

• Community news and updates, including where the Megavores™ are currently 
attacking! 

 
To explore the different areas of the site, click on them at the top of the screen.   
 
Whenever you want to come back to the Home Page, click the Xtractaurs™ logo in 
the upper left hand corner of the screen. 
 
 

Command Center 

 
From the Command Center you can get to all the other important places and 
activities on the site.  
 
Click the door on the left to find out which Megavores™ are ready to battle and 
prepare to fight! 
 
Click the Hybrid Creator panel in the middle of the Command Center to go to the 
Hybrid Creator, where you can create hybrid dinosaurs with the DNA you have 
collected.  
 
Click the door on the right to head into the Dino Compound, where you can see and 
interact with all your hybrids. 
 
Click the Stats Button at the bottom of the screen to see the following information: 

• Your rank in the worldwide scoreboards 
• Your total score 
• Your current title 

 
Click the Games Button at the bottom of the screen to play one of the other 
Adventure Games you’ve unlocked.   

 

Adventure Games 
There are five different Adventure Games - one for each Xtractaurs™ clan.  
 
The first time you extract DNA from a figure in a clan, you unlock that clan’s 
Adventure Game. Once the game is unlocked, you can play it at any time. 
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Extracting DNA from other Xtractaurs™ in the same clan will give you extra abilities 
you can use in that clan’s Adventure Game. These abilities enable you to play the 
game in exciting new ways, and may even help you score higher or gain more 
rewards! 
 
In addition to points for playing the games, you can win Dino Cards and rare DNA. 
Dino Cards give you cool facts about each of the Xtractaurs™.  Bonus DNA strands 
can be used to enhance your hybrids when you are creating them in the Hybrid 
Creator. There are four different DNA strands that you can collect in every Adventure 
Game.  Once you use a bonus strand in a hybrid it is used up, so you will want to 
collect it again. There are also four Dino Cards to collect in each game.  Unlock all 
the Adventure Games to enhance your collections! 
 
 

Tyrannosaur Showdown™ 
Use the strengths of your Tyrannosaur clan to move through the different areas of 
the game, defeating enemies including vicious Megavore™ bosses!  Each of the 5 
Tyrannosaurs can defeat one of the bosses, and extracting DNA from different 
Tyrannosaurs will let you access different areas of the game and improve your skills.  
Choose your species wisely and eliminate all the Megavore™ bosses before taking on 
the greatest threat to the Tyrannosaurs -- the Mega Boss! 
 

Ceratops Smash™ 

Deploy your Ceratopsid clan to smash everything in its way while looking for a 
kidnapped baby Triceratops!  Extracting DNA from different Ceratopsids will give you 
extra bonuses that make smashing that much easier! 
 

Stegosaur Shoot-Out™ 

These Stegosaurs are prehistoric tanks – covered in armor and ready for battle!  
Turn them loose to destroy rocks, hot balls of lava and enemy dinos in your territory! 
Extracting DNA from different Stegosaurs will give you bonuses to help you stay alive 
longer and shoot faster. 
 

Raptor Rush™ 

For a raptor, mealtime is exercise time! Help your hungry dinosaur run down a tasty 
Lesothosaurus while avoiding dangers and obstacles. As you collect DNA from more 
species of the Raptor clan, your racing Raptor becomes faster and gains bonus 
protection! 
 

Flight of the Pterosaur™ 
Gather up the scattered baby Pterodactyls while avoiding the sharp teeth of a 
fearsome Rhamphorhynchus!  Collecting DNA from different Pterosaur species will 
give you more lives, faster flying speed and better armor.   
 
See each game for additional instructions. 
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Hybrid Creator 

 
Simply put, the Hybrid Creator is where you create hybrids. Every time you extract 
or earn new DNA, it is stored in the gene pool, which is on the left side of the screen. 
You can build up your DNA supply by extracting it from new Xtractaurs™, earning it 
in Adventure Games or looting it from defeated Megavores™.  
 
Click the “?” in the lower right corner of the Hybrid Creator for instructions on how to 
create a hybrid.  
 
Once you have created and saved your hybrid, you can click the “Compound” button 
to view it in the Dino Compound, or the “Megavore Battles™” button to send it 
straight into battle! 
 
 

Dino Compound 

 
The Compound is where all the Xtractaurs™ you’ve collected and hybrids you’ve 
created live.   
 
When you first enter the Dino Compound, you are shown a map of the different 
sectors.  Each sector houses one Xtractaur™ clan and any hybrids created using 
dinosaurs from that clan.  Click the sector you would like to visit.  
 
Once you’re in a sector, you can view your hybrids by clicking the left and right 
arrows on either side of the viewing windows. You will see three hybrids at a time. 
When you are visiting a clan, you can earn health boosts for that clan by playing the 
Training Games. 
 
Click a dinosaur to select it.  Whenever a dinosaur is highlighted, its stats will appear 
in the Compound Console at the bottom of the screen.  
 
From the Compound Console, you can send your selected dinosaur to several 
different places: 

• Showcase: Show off your hybrid to other players.  
• Hybrid Creator: Make changes to your hybrid. 
• Megavore Battles™: Send your hybrid straight into battle.   
• Training Games: Play to earn health boosts to use in the Megavore Battles™. 

 
 
 

Training Games 
There are five games in the Dino Compound.  Click the button for the game you want 
to play on the Compound Console at the bottom of the screen. You can earn health 
boosts by playing any of the games – use these to heal while battling the 
Megavores™. Health boosts belong to the clan that won them – hybrids can only use 
them in battles that were won by hybrids within the same base clan.   
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Speed Feed 

It’s never a good idea to walk into the lair of hungry dinosaurs, even to feed them! 
Use your special feeding slingshot to keep your distance and shoot food packets into 
their pens so they can have their lunch. 
 

Dining Downpour 
Exercise your dinosaur in this high-tech supercharged simulation!  Help your 
dinosaur avoid falling debris while catching tasty snacks! 

 

Dinocode Link 

Use your brain with this fast-paced puzzle game!  Click to connect chains of 
matching capsules to remove them from the board and collect puzzle pieces.  The 
longer the chain, the more points you earn! 
 

Dino Dodgeball 
Protect members of your clan by blocking and deflecting rocks thrown by an 
attacking dinosaur pack.  Try to knock the attacking dinosaurs out with their own 
rocks! 
 

Med Pack Attack 
After a hard day of fighting Megavores™, your dinosaurs need some medical 
attention.  Still, it’s a good idea to keep your distance.  Shoot the correct medical 
packs at your patients and have them feeling better again in no time! 
 
 
 

Megavore Battles™ 

The Megavores™ are causing destruction all over the world. It’s up to you and your 
hybrids to stop them! 
 
When you enter the Megavore Battles™ area, you will see the Battle Map.  On the 
map are flashing icons where Megavores™ have been spotted.  Click one of the dots 
to see which Megavore™ is attacking.  If you want to fight that Megavore™, click the 
Battle button.  Otherwise, click the X in the corner of the Megavore™ info box to go 
back to the Battle Map. 
 
Once you click the Battle button, you will see the Megavore™ you are facing off 
against and will have a chance to select the hybrid you want to send into battle.  Use 
the drop down box to select a clan, then click the arrow buttons to scroll through 
your hybrids. Once you’ve found the hybrid you want to use, click the Battle button 
and get ready to fight! 
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Battle Basics 

You fight Megavores™ by commanding your hybrid to attack when it’s your turn.  
Keep an eye on the stopwatch timer.  When it turns green it’s your turn to attack!  
You can click one of the basic attacks (Bite, Claw, Bash, Tail) or one of your Secret 
Attacks to have your hybrid take action.  If you have any Health Boosts, you can 
click on them to increase your hybrid’s health during battle.  
 
The basic attacks are Bite, Claw, Bash and Tail.  To use each attack, your hybrid 
must have the right body parts: a predator’s teeth for Bite, clawed legs for Claw, 
horns for Bash and a spiked or heavy tail for Tail. Use these whenever it’s your turn 
to damage the enemy Megavore™.  The most effective attack will depend on your 
hybrid’s stats and your enemy’s weaknesses.  
 

Using Secret Attacks 

Secret Attacks are added to your hybrid during the creation process, based on the 
types and amount of DNA you add to it. Secret Attacks come in two types: Active 
and Passive.  An Active attack is an ability you use to do a special move in combat.  
A Passive attack is an attack that just works all the time; you don’t have to do 
anything to activate it.   
 
When you click one of the Secret Attack icons, you play a mini-game.  How well you 
do in the mini-game determines how well your Secret Attack works against the 
Megavore™ in battle. 
 

Mini-Games:  

 

Click 

Press the spacebar as many times as you can before the time runs out. 
 

Single Timing 

The pointer moves around in a circle. When it is pointing at the yellow line, click (or 
press the spacebar).  The closer to the middle of the line you are, the better your 
attack will work. 
 

Multi Timing 
Same as Single Timing, but there is more than one line to hit.  Hit them all for best 
results. 
 

Moving Timing 

Same as Multiple Timing but the lines move around the circle, not just the pointer.  
This is the hardest version of this game! 
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Accuracy 

Click all the targets that appear before time runs out. 
 

Shooting Gallery 
Hit the targets as they appear.  Try to hit the middle for a bull’s eye and extra 
points! 
 

Moving Gallery 
Same as Shooting Gallery but all the targets move around, making them harder to 
hit! 
 

Cool-down 

Each Secret Attack has a cooldown time.  The cooldown time is how long you have to 
wait until you can use the attack again.  After you use an attack, you will see the 
icon change to show the cooldown timer. When the cooldown timer disappears, you 
can use the attack again on your next turn.  Secret Attacks have short, medium or 
long cooldowns.   

 

Secret Attack Descriptions  

Below is a list of all the Secret Attacks you can unlock along with how long their 
cooldown is, whether they are active or passive, and if active, which mini-game they 
use and how hard the mini-game is.  
 

Chomp 
Long Cooldown, Active (Click Mini-Game) 
Your dinosaur receives extra healing after using a bite attack. 
 

Stomp 

Medium Cooldown, Active (Multi-Timing Mini-Game) 
Ground pound stun to any non-flying enemy. 
 

Rend 

Short Cooldown, Active (Click Mini-Game) 
Super fierce bite that causes extra damage. 
 

Roar 

Medium Cooldown, Active (Click Mini-Game) 
Stuns the enemy. 
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Counterattack 

Immediate claw attack launched when enemy dodges an attack. 
 

Frenzy 
Long Cooldown, Active (Shooting Gallery Mini-Game) 
Hybrid does multiple claw strikes to the enemy. 
 

Slice 
Long Cooldown, Active (Multi-Timing Mini-Game) 
Non-healing claw strike to the enemy. 
 

Acid Spit  

Short Cooldown, Active (Multi-Timing Mini-Game) 
Damage that reduces enemy’s armor. 
 

Jump 

Medium Cooldown, Active (Multi-Timing Mini-Game) 
Hybrid attacks the enemy with both claws and feet. 
 

Soar  
Short Cooldown, Active (Multi-Timing Mini-Game) 
Surprise attack from above. 
 

Flap 
Long Cooldown, Active (Click Mini-Game) 
The hybrid stuns the enemy with its wings. 
 

Bomb 

Medium Cooldown, Active (Shooting Gallery Mini-Game) 
Your hybrid drops a boulder onto the enemy. 
 

Swoop 

Medium Cooldown, Active (Click Mini-Game) 
The enemy is attacked with a flying charge. 
 

Spin 

Long Cooldown, Active (Multi-Timing Mini-Game) 
Causes multiple tail strikes to the enemy. 
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Backfire  

Long Cooldown, Active (Click Mini-Game) 
Enemy receives damage the next time they attack. 
 

Cover 

Long Cooldown, Active (Click Mini-Game) 
Doubles the armor value of the hybrid.  
 

Spike  

Medium Cooldown, Active (Moving Shooting Gallery Mini-Game) 
Tail spikes cause double damage to the enemy. 
 

Charge 
Long Cool-down, Active (Click Mini-Game) 
Hybrid gets an automatic first attack, and a double-strength charge attack to use 
during battle. 
 

Defend  

Medium Cool-down, Active (Multi-Timing Mini-Game) 
Horn damage dealt to enemy after it attacks. 
 

Mesmerize 
Long Cooldown, Active (Multi-Timing Mini-Game) 
Hybrid gets an automatic first attack and stuns the enemy. 
 

Impale 
Medium Cooldown 
Fierce horn attack which causes extra damage for a short time. 
 

Regenerate  

Passive 
Hybrid receives a health boost periodically. 
 

Diseased Claws  

Passive 
Hybrid’s claws do extra claw damage to the enemy. 
 

Poisonous Drool 
Passive 
The hybrid does extra bite damage to the enemy. 
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Surge  

Long Cooldown, Active (Click Mini-Game) 
The hybrid moves in powerful speed bursts. 
 

Berserk  

Passive 
All attacks do extra damage to the enemy. 
 

Immune Booster  

Long Cooldown, Active (Multi-Timing Mini-Game) 
Instant healing. 
 

Second Wind 
Long Cooldown, Active (Click Mini-Game) 
A single health boost. 
 

Ambush 
Passive 
An automatic first strike using the hybrid’s strongest attack. 
 

Tail Swipe 

Long Cooldown.  
Stuns the enemy and reduces enemy’s agility. 
 

Fleet Footed  

Passive 
Increases the hybrid’s speed. 
 

Armored Skin  
Passive 
Increases the hybrid’s armor. 
 

Strong Heart 
Passive 
Increases the hybrid’s health. 
 

Mutated Muscles 

Passive 
Increases the hybrid’s strength. 
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Agile 

Passive 
Increases the hybrid’s agility. 
 

Wing Glider 

Passive 
Increases the hybrid’s wing speed. 
 

Honed Horns 

Passive 
Increases the hybrid’s horn attack. 
 

Barbaric Bite 
Passive 
Increases the hybrid’s bite attack. 
 

Tremor Tail 
Passive 
Increases the hybrid’s tail attack. 
 

Cleaving Claws  

Passive 
Increases the hybrid’s claw attack 
 
 

Using Health Boosts 
You can win Health Boosts for each of your clans by playing Training Games.  Use 
the Health Boosts in battle to restore some of your hybrid’s health, letting you stay 
in the fight longer.   
 
To use a Health Boost, click the Health Boost icon when it is your turn.  The number 
on the icon will go down, showing you how many Health Boosts you have left.   
When you’ve used all your Health Boosts, the icon will disappear.   
 
Any Health Boosts you use in a fight will be used up forever, but any you don’t use 
will carry over for other members of the same clan to use in the next fight. Be sure 
to use them wisely!  
 
 

Victory! (Or Not) 
When you defeat a Megavore™ in battle, you will be shown a Victory message that 
lets you know whether you were able to loot any Megavore™ DNA. If you were able 
to loot DNA from the Megavore™, this DNA will now be available for one-time use in 
the Hybrid Creator.  
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If you lose, don’t worry.  You can always fight the Megavore™ again.  Pay attention 
to the tips you get after the battle. They may give you a clue about a better way to 
fight this particular Megavore™.   
 
Whether you win or lose, you will get the option to fight this Megavore™ again or 
return to the Battle Map and find a new enemy! 
 
 

Practice 

If you aren’t quite ready to take the plunge into fighting real Megavores™, you can 
try practicing your skills.  Click the “Practice” Button on the Battle Map console and 
your hybrid will be taken straight to the Holographic Battle Simulator. 
 
In the Simulator your hybrid can fight holographic Megavores™ for practice.  
Training battles are identical in every way to normal Megavore™ battles except that: 

• You gain less experience points (XP) for defeating holographic Megavores™. 
• You are not be able to loot DNA from the holographic Megavores™. 
• Your practice battles are not tracked in your Win/Loss record like your real 

battles. 
 
 

Showcase 

Go to the Showcase to show off your hybrids and check out hybrids that other 
players have made.  You can search for hybrids of specific base species and sort by 
when the hybrid was created, types of stats, rating, or by alphabet.  You can also 
search by username. Use the scroll bar to see more hybrids.   
 
You can select any of the hybrids in the hybrid selection area to view their stats, 
rating, and which Megavores™ they’ve defeated.  You can also rate how cool you 
think they are by clicking on the thumbs-up symbols and giving them one to five 
thumbs ups! 
 
Ratings: 
1 Thumbs Up: DNA Disaster 
2 Thumbs Up: Try another re-mix 
3 Thumbs Up: Pretty cool 
4 Thumbs Up: Wow, what’s your recipe? 
5 Thumbs Up: Awesomous Maximus! 
 
If you want one of your hybrids to show up in the Showcase, click the “Showcase” 
button in the Dino Compound or the Hybrid Creator. 
 

Profile Page 
Click “My Profile” to see a log of everything you’ve been up to with your Xtractaurs™! 
 



 

About Xtractaurs™ 

The About Xtractaurs™ page explains the story behind Xtractaurs™ and how to play. 
 

Product Gallery 

The Product Gallery page includes information about the Xtractaurs™ Starter Kit and 
details on each of the different Xtractaurs™ you can collect. 

 

Info for Parents 

The Info for Parents page helps parents understand what Xtractaurs™ is all about!  If 
your parents have questions about how Xtractaurs™ works, show them this link.   
 
 

Store Locator 

The Store Locator allows you to find stores that carry and sell Xtractaurs™. 
 
 

Contact Us 

The Xtractaurs™ Contact Us link will give you information on how to contact 
Customer Service. 
 
 

Tips/Hints/Strategies: 
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Bonus DNA  

You can earn bonus DNA in the Adventure Games or loot them from a Megavore™ 
after defeating him. The bonus DNA will help you create more awesome hybrids!  
 

Dino Cards 

The more you know about your dinosaurs, the better you will be able to make a 
strong and fearsome hybrid! Play the Adventure Games to collect Dino Cards and 
gain valuable information on each dinosaur species. You can view the cards you’ve 
collected by clicking the “My Profile” link at the top of any page. 
 

Practice 
If you’re having trouble beating the Megavores™, try practicing with your hybrids 
before taking them into real battles.  Access the Practice area through the Megavore 
Battles™™ page. You can gain a little XP this way and also test how well your 
hybrids might perform in the field.   
 

Mix up the Hybrids 
Make sure to create hybrids with different secret attacks .The more hybrids you 
have, the easier it will be to find one that can beat different types of Megavores™! 
 

Fight Another Day 

Creating hybrids is fun, but don’t forget to also build up your hybrids with experience 
points (XP). That’s the only way you’re going to be able to beat some of the toughest 
Megavores™!  If a certain Megavore™ is stomping on your dinos, try to gain XP by 
fighting some that aren’t as brutal until you’re ready to move on to tougher foes. 
 

Game Play FAQ 

 

I can’t see the Adventure Games. Where did they go? 
 
You can get to the Adventure Games by clicking on the Games button on the console 
in the Command Center. 
 

Where can I see my Player Stats? 

 
You can see your Player Stats in the Command Center and on your Profile Page. In 
the Command Center, click on the Stats button on the console. When you go to your 
Profile Page, your Player Stats will be displayed. 
 

I was powering up my Secret Attack in battle, and instead of the Megavore™ 
getting attacked, my hybrid got attacked. Why did that happen? 
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If you don’t keep up with the mini-game, then the attack can backfire. Do the best 
you can to get the best results for your Secret Attack.  If you are having trouble with 
a particular mini-game, you can either work on your skills in Practice or else try to 
use abilities that use a different type of mini-game. 
 

Where can I find the Dino Cards that I collected in the Adventure Games? 
 
You can see your Dino Cards on your Profile Page. Be sure to collect them all! 
 

What is bonus DNA? 

 
Bonus DNA is rare DNA that you earn by playing Adventure Games. You can also get 
Bonus DNA from the Megavores™ when you defeat them in battle. Use your bonus 
DNA to create even more powerful hybrids! 
 

Where can I see my hybrids after I make them? 

 
You can see your hybrids in the Dino Compound.  
 

How many hybrids can I make?  
  
You can make thousands, but the Compound gets crowded and you can only keep 50 
at a time. So sometimes you will need to let some hybrids go in order to make room 
for new ones. To release a hybrid, go to the compound and press the “Release 
Hybrid” button. A message will come up asking you to confirm that you are ready to 
let that hybrid go; once you choose “Yes,” the hybrid will be gone for good.  

 
You can also release a hybrid if you try to save one when you’ve reached the 
maximum capacity of your Dino Compound. A message will come up in the Hybrid 
Creator letting you know your Dino Compound is full and you’ll have to release a 
hybrid to save a new one – from here you can either release a hybrid and save the 
new one, or choose not to save the new hybrid you just created.  
 

Can I ever change my hybrids? 

 
Yes! You just need to go to the Dino Compound from the Command Center. Once 
you are in the Dino Compound, you’ll see a console at the bottom of the screen. 
Select the hybrid you want to change, then click on the “Creator” button and it will 
take you to the Hybrid Creator so you can change your hybrid. 
 

How do I get DNA? 

 
A) You can get DNA by extracting it from your Xtractaurs™ figures. You can 
win rare Bonus DNA by playing the Adventure Games from the Command 
Center, or by beating a Megavore™ in battle and looting it from him. 
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Want to play on more than one computer?  
 
You can log on to http://www.xtractaurs.com/ on any computer, but you can only 
extract DNA after you have set up your Extraction Gun. It means doing it more than 
once, but then you can extract DNA and create tons of hybrids on every computer 
you use. To set up the Extraction Gun on another computer, click here. 
 

Why am I seeing an error that says “The application failed to initialize 
properly (0xc0000135) Click on OK to terminate the application”? 

 
Make sure you have Microsoft® .NET 2.0 Framework installed if you are using 
Microsoft XP.  
 

Minimum System Requirements 
All 
• USB 2.0 
• CD-ROM drive 
• Flash Player 9 
• Broadband internet connection 
• 1024x768 display capability (video card + monitor) 
 
PC 
• Windows XP/Vista OS 
• P4 – 2 GHz processor 
• 512 MB of RAM (1 GB or higher for Vista) 
• Internet Explorer 7 or Firefox 3 
 
MAC 
• OS 10.5 (Leopard) or higher preferred 
• Intel Mac P4 2 GHz processor or Power PC equivalent 
•
•
 

 512 MB of RAM 
 Safari 3.1.2 or Firefox 3 

http://www.xtractaurs.com/
http://www.xtractaurs.com/middleware/xtractaurs_pc.exe
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